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First Turn/Last Turn 

 

• Groups of 4 to 5 students who all have a common piece of text that has been read prior. 
Students come prepared with 2 sections/quotes/visuals from the piece of text. 

• 1st  (Sue) indicates a passage or a visual from the text that is interesting to her. 

• Make certain everyone is on the same page and at the same section of text, then ‘Sue’ can 
either read it aloud herself, just point at the quote, ask the group to ‘choral read’ or allow the 
group to read it to themselves 

• The 1st person ‘Sue’ DOES NOT provide any commentary, but the person on her left (Bob) starts 
the conversation by saying 

     “I think Sue picked this section because…..” 

• Each person in the group takes a turn stating why they thought ‘Sue’ picked the section. 

• The LAST TURN is when ‘Sue’ comments on what she heard her group say, and/or explains why 
she picked that passage. 

• The process continues with the next person (Bob) in the group indicating a passage or visual.  

•  Everyone finds the same spot and it is either read aloud or silently to themselves. Then the 
person to his left (Carol) starts the process of “I think Bob picked this because…..” 

• Continue until everyone has had a turn. (groups that are done quickly continue around the circle 
for another turn each) 

 

Key aspects: 

Not 3 in a group as it can pit 2 students against each other or 2 students can bond and leave the third 
student out. 

Not 6 in a group as it takes too long to go around the circle and students who have already given their 
perspective can ‘tune out’. 

Using a person’s name is important as is trying to take someone else’s perspective as to why they chose 
their quote/visual. 

ALL students can participate (by pointing, reading aloud, having the group choral read, etc) 

Groups that ‘finish early’ are actually still engaged as everyone was asked to prepare 2 passages and this 
allows the fast group to start another round of First Turn/Last Turn 

 

 

 


